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Micelle shape transitions in block copolymer/homopolymer blends:
Comparison of self-consistent field theory with experiment
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Diblock copolymers blended with homopolymer may self-assemble into spherical, cylindrical, or
lamellar aggregates. Transitions between these structures may be driven by varying the
homopolymer diblock molecular weight or composition. Using self-consistent field theory 共SCFT兲,
we reproduce these effects. Our results are compared to x-ray scattering and transmission electron
microscopy measurements by Kinning et al. and good agreement is found, although the tendency to
form cylindrical and lamellar structures is sometimes overestimated due to our neglect of edge
effects due to the finite size of these aggregates. Our results demonstrate that SCFT can provide
detailed information on the self-assembly of isolated block copolymer aggregates. © 2009
American Institute of Physics. 关DOI: 10.1063/1.3170938兴
I. INTRODUCTION

Block copolymers are formed from two or more types of
monomer, which are linked in such a way that monomers of
a given type are grouped together in long intervals or
blocks.1 These materials not only have engineering applications, for example, in lithography,2 but can also mimic biological systems.3 The utility of block copolymers arises from
their ability to self-assemble into a range of structures. A
striking example of this behavior is seen when the block
copolymers are dissolved in a solvent such as a liquid or a
homopolymer. Consider a simple block copolymer with two
sections 共a diblock copolymer兲, one of which is solvophobic
or incompatible with the solvent. At high enough copolymer
concentration, the solvophobic segments of the polymer will
cluster together in order to minimize their contact with the
solvent. A wide variety of structures can be formed in this
way3,4 including spheres and cylinders of copolymer known
as micelles and hollow pockets 共vesicles兲. These structures
may also be seen in systems of biological amphiphilic molecules 共such as lipids兲 in solution.3 Both micelles and
vesicles may be used to encapsulate active chemicals such as
drugs.5 Although the basic principle behind the self-assembly
of block copolymers can be easily explained, making quantitative predictions about which structure will be formed by a
given system is a much more difficult problem. This depends
sensitively on many different factors,6 particularly the structure of the copolymer molecules. Designing block copolymers that will self-assemble into the structure required by a
particular application can hence be difficult, and there is a
clear need for theoretical work to provide guidance for experiment.
A theory with strong potential for furthering our understanding of the self-assembly of block copolymers in solution is self-consistent field theory 共SCFT兲, a mean-field
a兲
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theory of an ensemble of flexible polymers. This theory has
had much success in modeling melts and blends of block
copolymers.7 It has also been applied to those biological systems 共solutions of amphiphilic molecules兲 that show similar
properties to block copolymer systems.8 Much previous research in the field has focused on the formation of periodic
structures9 with the SCFT equations often being solved in
Fourier space. However, recent work has considered realspace SCFT applied to isolated aggregates.10,11 Continuing
along these lines, we present a detailed comparison of realspace SCFT with experiment for block copolymer aggregates. We concentrate on the formation of spherical micelles,
cylindrical micelles, and flat bilayers in blends of diblock
copolymer and homopolymer and predict which of these
structures will be formed for a given blend. This system is
well suited to provide a test of SCFT for a number of reasons. First, detailed experimental data on the formation of
different aggregates are available.12 In addition and in contrast to the situation in aqueous solutions, the interactions
between the different types of polymer are well described by
the Flory  parameter.13 This parameter and other quantities
共such as molar volumes兲 needed as input to SCFT are readily
obtained from the literature.14
We compare our predictions to the x-ray scattering and
transmission electron microscopy 共TEM兲 experiments of
Kinning et al.12 which study poly共styrene-butadiene兲
diblocks in homopolystyrene 共hPS兲. To the best of our
knowledge, such data have not been modeled in detail using
experimentally determined polymer architectures and molecular weights with SCFT. Although a significant amount of
research has been carried out on the SCFT of micelle formation, this largely considers diblocks dissolved in monomer
solvent15–17 共see, however, the work of Duque11兲.
The details of the polystyrene/polybutadiene 共PS/PB兲
system are presented in Sec. II along with the basic phenomenology of shape transitions. Section III provides a brief
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overview of the SCFT of a copolymer/homopolymer blend
and introduces the numerical methods used to solve the
SCFT equations. We then present and discuss our results
共Sec. IV兲 and the conclusions are given in Sec. V.
II. DETAILS OF SYSTEM AND PHENOMENOLOGY
OF SHAPE TRANSITIONS

Kinning et al.12 carried out x-ray and TEM measurements on blends of poly共styrene-butadiene兲 diblock copolymer and PS homopolymer. In order to determine the effects
of the molecular weight of the polymers and the relative
amounts of styrene and butadiene in the diblocks on the
shape of the aggregates formed, several samples were studied. We follow the notation used in this paper12 when labeling these blends. For example, a diblock of PS with molar
weight of 10 kg/mol and PB with molar weight of 65 kg/mol
is referred to as SB 10/65. hPS with molar weight of 2.1
kg/mol is labeled as 2100PS. The numbers used for labeling
purposes can be quite rough: The precise molecular weights
used in our calculations can be found in the original paper.12
We now introduce the quantities by which the polymer
samples are characterized: Their specific volumes, the root
mean square end-to-end distances of the polymer molecules,
and the interaction energy density of PS and PB. All experiments considered in the current paper were performed at
115 ° C and the numerical values of all quantities are quoted
at this temperature.
The specific volumes of the two polymer species can be
obtained from the literature: That for PB at 115 ° C
is14 VPB = 1.1916 cm3 / g, while that for PS is18 VPS
= 0.9862 cm3 / g. However, the SCFT equations are usually
written in terms of the volumes of individual molecules vi,
with i representing PB or PS. These are calculated from VPB
and VPS by19
vi共Å3兲 = M i共g/mol兲Vi共cm3/g兲/0.602,

共1兲

where M i is the molar weight of polymer i and the dimensionless numerical constant 0.602 incorporates Avogadro’s
number and the conversion from cm3 to Å3.
The root-mean-square end-to-end distances of the polymer molecules are given empirically by19
2 1/2
1/2
,
具RPB
典 共Å兲 ⬇ 0.93M PB
2 1/2
1/2
具RPS
典 共Å兲 ⬇ 0.70M PS

共2兲

where the molar weights M i are in g/mol and the numerical
constants are in 共mol/ g兲1/2Å. The experimental work considered here12,19 describes the strength of the interaction between PS and PB using the interaction energy density ⌳
共Ref. 20兲 rather than the more usual  parameter. The energy
of this interaction is given by
E=⌳

冕

drPS共r兲PB共r兲,

共3兲

where the i共r兲 terms are the local volume fractions of the
two polymer species i at position r.
For reference, the interaction energy density ⌳ is related
to the  parameter by20

⌳ = kBT/Vref ,

共4兲

where kB is Boltzmann’s constant. Vref is a reference volume
such as the average of the repeat unit volumes of the two
polymers.7 The advantage of working in terms of ⌳ rather
than  is that it avoids the introduction of this arbitrary reference volume.20
The numerical value of the PS-PB interaction energy
density at 115 ° C is21 0.6445 cal/ cm3. Depending on the
molecular weights of the different components of the blend
and the ratio of PB to PS in the copolymer, the system was
found to form spherical or cylindrical micelles or bilayers.12
We now present a brief discussion of the factors that affect
which of these is most likely to form. Consider a melt of
symmetric copolymers such as SB 20/20 with no hPS. This
will form a periodic lamellar structure since the layers have
no natural curvature. However, if PS homopolymer is added,
this will mix preferentially with the PS segments of the copolymer, leading the PS/PB interface to become curved and
cylindrical or spherical micelles to form.12 The degree of
swelling determines which morphology will be observed: If
a large amount of homopolymer penetrate the PS corona, the
interface between the two species will have a high curvature
and spherical micelles will be favored. When less swelling of
the corona takes place, cylindrical micelles will form.
It is also possible to form 共nearly兲 planar bilayers in a
blend of diblock copolymer and homopolymer if the diblock
polymer is strongly asymmetric, with the PB core block being several times heavier than the PS corona block.12 In this
case, swelling of the PS by the hPS solvent may balance the
effect of the larger PB block and lead to roughly equal effective volume fractions for the two species. Bilayers which
are too large have a strong tendency to form vesicles to
eliminate the energy cost of forming edges. However, in this
paper we will only consider the formation of infinite bilayers
and will delay the detailed discussion of vesicle formation to
a future study.
III. SELF-CONSISTENT FIELD THEORY
OF POLYMER STATICS

SCFT 共Ref. 22兲 is an equilibrium mean-field theory of a
melt or blend of polymers. The description of the polymers is
coarse grained: The configuration of an individual polymer
molecule is taken to be a random walk in space r␣共s兲, where
s is a curve parameter specifying the position along the molecule. The interactions between polymers are modeled by
assuming that the blend is incompressible and introducing a
contact potential between molecules of different species. As
discussed in Sec. II, the strength of this potential is specified
by the interaction energy density ⌳.
The simulation of the system described above for a realistically large number of molecules would require a tremendous amount of computing power. SCFT lowers the
computational requirements sharply by first reducing the
N-body problem of modeling an ensemble of N polymers of
i different species to i one-body problems, and then introducing mean-field approximations to make these computationally tractable. The first step in this procedure is to view each
molecule as being acted on by a field produced by all other
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molecules in the blend.7 This transforms the N-body problem
into N one-body problems. Since we wish to compute the
partition sum over all configurations of the system, all molecules of a given species may be treated as equivalent.
Therefore, we need only to introduce one field Wi共r兲 for each
species i and have only to solve i one-body problems. Note
that no approximation has yet been made—the complexity of
the system is now contained in the fields Wi共r兲, which are yet
to be calculated. The success of SCFT arises from the fact
that approximations may be found more easily for the fields
than for the original formulation of the problem.
We now outline the rest of the derivation of SCFT for
the specific case of our diblock copolymer/homopolymer
blend in the canonical ensemble. As discussed above, we
introduce fields WPS, WPB, and WhPS acting on the PS blocks,
PB blocks, and hPS, respectively. Note that WPS and WhPS
are not independent: As will be seen later, they are simply
proportional to one another. This partition sum is thus converted into a functional integral over fields with the original
Hamiltonian replaced by an effective Hamiltonian H. By
adapting the standard derivations,7 we find that H is given by
H
⌳
=
dr关⌽PS共r兲 + ⌽hPS共r兲兴⌽PB共r兲
k BT k BT

冕

−

−

1
vPS + vPB

1
vhPS

冕

冕

drWhPS共r兲⌽hPS共r兲 +

共7兲

with initial condition qhPS共r , 0兲 = 1. The curve parameter s
runs from 0 to 1 along the length of the molecule.
The case of the copolymer is slightly more complicated
since we must take into account the two different polymer
species. This means that the diffusion equation for the copolymer must be solved with the field Wi共r兲 and the prefactor of the ⵜ2q term appropriate to each of the two sections of
the copolymer,23 so that

冋

册

2
典 2

1 具RPS
qPS,PB共r,s兲 =
ⵜ − WPS共r兲 qPS,PB共r,s兲
6 f
s

冋

vhPS

¯ PS + 
¯ PB兲V
¯ hPSV
共

−1 +
QhPS
vPS + vPB

⫻ ln

¯ PS + 
¯ PB兲V
共
−1 ,
QPS,PB

共5兲

†
drqhPS共r,s兲qhPS
共r,s兲,

冕

册

2
典 2

1 具RPB
qPS,PB共r,s兲 =
ⵜ − WPB共r兲 qPS,PB共r,s兲
6 1−f
s

where the ⌽i共r兲 are the local volume fractions of the various
polymer species i 共i = PS, PB, or hPS兲 and V is the volume of
the system. Note that ⌽PB = 1 − ⌽PS − ⌽hPS due to the incompressibility of the blend. The mean volume fraction of spe¯ i and vi is the volume of an individual
cies i is given by 
molecule of this species. The first term gives the energy of
the interaction between the different polymer species. The
terms involving the Wi共r兲 all arise from the unit operators
that are inserted into the partition function to convert the
partition sum into an integral over fields. In the penultimate
term, QhPS is the partition function of a single homopolymer
molecule acted on by the field WhPS共r兲. Similarly, QPS,PB is
the partition function of a single copolymer molecule subject
to the fields WPS共r兲 and WPB共r兲. These are given by 共again
adapting standard derivations7兲

QPS,PB关WPS,WPB兴 =

册

0 ⱕ s ⱕ f,

¯ hPSV


冋冉 冊 册
冊 册
冋冉

冕

冋


1 2
qhPS共r,s兲 =
具R 典ⵜ2 − WhPS共r兲 qhPS共r,s兲
6 hPS
s

dr关WPS共r兲⌽PS共r兲 + WPB共r兲⌽PB共r兲兴

⫻ ln

QhPS关WhPS兴 =

flecting the fact that the polymer molecules are modeled as
random walks acted on by an external field that incorporates
their interactions with the rest of the melt. In the case of the
homopolymer, we have

共6兲
†
drqPS,PB共r,s兲qPS,PB
共r,s兲,

where the q and q† terms are single chain propagators.7
These satisfy the diffusion equations with a field term, re-

共8兲

f ⬍ s ⱕ 1,
with initial condition qPS,PB共r , 0兲 = 1. f is the volume fraction
of PS in the copolymer. Equation 共8兲 has been written in
such a way that we can use the empirical forms 关Eq. 共2兲兴 for
the root-mean-square end-to-end distances. This, along with
the fact that the curve parameter s is chosen to run from 0 to
1, means that they take a slightly different form 共with extra
factors of 1 / f and 1 / 共1 − f兲兲 from corresponding equations
elsewhere in the SCFT literature.23
Until now, all steps have been exact. We now introduce
the main approximation of SCFT. This consists of minimizing the effective Hamiltonian H with respect to all fields
Wi共r兲 and all densities ⌽i共r兲, yielding a saddle-point approximation to the system partition function Z. The approximation is most effective when the polymers are long and
fluctuations are weak. Here, it successfully isolates the dominant contribution to the partition function and SCFT agrees
well with experimental results.24
The minimization of F leads to a set of simultaneous
equations relating the values of the fields and densities at the
minimum, which we denote by lower-case letters i共r兲 and
wi共r兲. We find that
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1 = PS共r兲 + PB共r兲 + hPS共r兲,
1
关wPS共r兲 − wPB共r兲兴
vPS + vPB
=

2⌳ ¯
¯ hPS − PS共r兲 − hPS共r兲兴,
关PS + 
k BT

whPS =

共9兲

vhPS
wPS共r兲,
vPS + vPB

¯ i is the 共mean兲 volume fraction of species i. The first
where 
of these equations imposes the incompressibility of the melt.
The densities are calculated from the propagators 关see Eq.
共7兲兴 according to7

hPS共r兲 =

PS共r兲 =

¯ hPS
V
QhPS关whPS兴

冕

1
†
dsqhPS共r,s兲qhPS
共r,s兲,

0

¯ PS + 
¯ PB兲
V共
QPS,PB关wPS,wPB兴

冕

f
†
dsqPS,PB共r,s兲qPS,PB
共r,s兲,

0

共10兲

PB共r兲 =

¯ PS + 
¯ PB兲
V共
QPS,PB关wPS,wPB兴

冕

1
†
dsqPS,PB共r,s兲qPS,PB
共r,s兲.

f

Note that when calculating the copolymer densities, the integration limits are set to give the correct proportions of PS
and PB.
To assess which of the possible structures is likely to
form, we need to calculate their free energies, or, more accurately, their free energy densities. The SCFT approximation to the free energy density is obtained by substituting the
self-consistent field 关Eq. 共9兲兴 into the effective Hamiltonian
关Eq. 共5兲兴. This yields
A − Ah
⌳
=
VkBT VkBT

冕

¯ PS − 
¯ hPS兲
dr共PS共r兲 + hPS共r兲 − 

¯ PS − 
¯ hPS兲
⫻共PS共r兲 + hPS共r兲 − 
−

冉 冊

冉 冊

¯ PS + 
¯ PB
¯ hPS

QPS,PB

QPS,PB
ln
−
ln
,
V
V
vPS + vPB
vhPS
共11兲

where we have subtracted the free energy density Ah / V of
the same blend in the homogeneous state. The densities are
calculated according to Eq. 共10兲 and the single-chain partition functions according to Eq. 共6兲.
In order to calculate the SCFT density profiles and free
energy densities for a given volume fraction of copolymer,
the set of simultaneous equations 共9兲 must be solved with the
densities calculated as in Eq. 共10兲. To do this, we use a
simple mixing iteration.25 First, we guess the form of the
fields wi共r兲 and solve the diffusion 关Eqs. 共7兲 and 共8兲兴 to calculate the propagators corresponding to these fields. From
these, we calculate the densities using Eq. 共10兲. New values
for the fields are now calculated using the new i共r兲. We
then replace the wi共r兲 with a mixture of the old and new

new
values of wi 共0.99wold
i + 0.01wi 兲兲 and then recalculate the
i. This approach proves more stable than simply replacing
the old values of the wi with the new ones.
The procedure is repeated until the left and right hand
sides of all the simultaneous equations 共9兲 differ by less than
10−5. For several systems, we have checked that the iteration
arrives at the same solution for different initial wi. We have
checked that using a more stringent convergence criterion
does not appreciably change our results and that the volume
of the calculation cell is always sufficiently large that the
micelle density profiles are not distorted.
The diffusion equations are solved in spherically symmetric, cylindrically symmetric, or planar geometries depending on the structure we wish to study. For simplicity, we
consider infinite cylinders and bilayers, allowing us to solve
the SCFT equations in 1d rather than 2d. This means that we
neglect the endcap energy of the cylinder and the edge energy of the bilayer. Since the aggregation number of cylinders and bilayers is typically much greater than that for
spherical micelles, we expect this approximation to be good.
In all cases, we impose reflecting boundary conditions at
the origin and at the boundary of the system. A real-space
finite
difference
algorithm
共the
Crank–Nicholson
procedure26兲 is used to solve the diffusion equations in contrast to the Fourier space methods used in much of the SCFT
literature.27 A step size of ⌬r = 4 Å is used for all geometries. It has been checked that decreasing the step size does
not strongly change the i共r兲 or the free energy densities.
A key task in our calculation is to determine the micelle
in each geometry which minimizes the total free energy of
the system. Once we know the optimum micelle in each
geometry, we can compare their free energies to find the
morphology with the lowest free energy, i.e., the morphology
that will be formed in a given blend. In our discussion of the
SCFT method above, we considered a simple system of fixed
volume and fixed copolymer volume fraction containing one
micelle. To find the micelle of a given symmetry with the
lowest free energy, we must consider how a system of many
micelles minimizes its free energy. Consider a macroscopic
copolymer/homopolymer blend whose copolymer volume
¯ PB + 
¯ PS, total volume VT, and temperature T are all
fraction 
fixed; that is, we work on the canonical ensemble. The equilibrium state of this system can be found by minimizing the
total free energy F or equivalently the free energy density
F / VT 共since the total volume VT is constant兲. If the copolymer concentration is above a certain value 共the critical
micelle concentration兲, copolymer chains can either exist as
monomers or in micelles. The number density of micelles is
thus an internal degree of freedom and the macroscopic system varies this quantity 共subject to the constraint of fixed
copolymer volume fraction兲 in order to minimize the free
energy density F / VT. Explicit calculations on this manymicelle macroscopic system are extremely time consuming
even using SCFT. However, we can reduce the problem to
one involving only a single micelle if we neglect intermicellar interactions and the translational entropy of the micelles.
The former is applicable if the micellar solution is sufficiently dilute while the latter introduces a 共small兲 correction
term to the free energy which will be included by hand later
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in this section. In this case, we can reduce the many-micelle
system to a one-micelle system of volume V and copolymer
¯ PB + 
¯ PS, where V corresponds to the volvolume fraction 
ume per micelle. We can then effectively vary the number
density of micelles by varying V. If the free energy of this
subsystem is A, we can then find the equilibrium state of the
whole system by minimizing the free energy density a
= A / V with respect to V. Since each subsystem contains only
one micelle, this procedure automatically yields the optimum
micelle for a given geometry; that is the micelle with the
lowest free energy per chain.4
We can show more formally that minimizing A / V is
equivalent to minimizing the total free energy F of a system
of N micelles by writing
¯ PB + 
¯ PS,VT兲 = NA共
¯ PB + 
¯ PS,V兲,
F共

共12兲

since all the subsystems are equivalent and contain the same
volume fraction of copolymer as the whole system. We now
wish to minimize this free energy subject to the constraint
that the total volume of the system is conserved; that is,
NV = VT. The number of micelles and the volume of each
subsystem are allowed to vary. Carrying out the constrained
minimization of Eq. 共12兲 using Lagrange multipliers, we
find, as above, that minimizing the free energy of the whole
system with the above constraint corresponds to minimizing
¯ PB + 
¯ PS , V兲 / V of the subthe free energy density a = A共
system with respect to the subsystem volume V.
To our knowledge, this method of varying the size of the
calculation box containing a single micelle in order to obtain
information on a system of many micelles has not been used
before: In earlier work, the box size is fixed.28 A clear advantage of our approach is that it yields a well-defined value
for the volume per micelle V = VT / N. This allows us to take
into account the translational entropy of spherical micelles.29
An estimate of the translational entropy per micelle can be
obtained from a simple lattice model where the system is
divided into cells of the volume of a single micelle. We adapt
the results from the scaling theory studies of micelle
formation29,30 and find that the translational entropy per micelle is

冋 冉 冊 冉 冊 冉 冊册

Strans = − kB ln

V − Vm
V − Vm
Vm
+
ln
V
Vm
V

,

共13兲

where Vm is the volume of the micelle and V is the volume of
the subsystem containing the micelle. Note that the lattice
model leading to Eq. 共13兲 implicitly assumes that micelles
are impenetrable. Equation 共13兲 thus also partially corrects
for intermicellar interactions which were neglected in the
preceding discussion. We note that it is possible to use more
sophisticated models for micellar entropy31 and that the hardsphere-type interactions between micelles may be modeled
in a more satisfactory way by, e.g., the Carnahan–Starling
model.32 However, given that we are working in the dilute
regime where the contribution from intermicellar interactions
is expected to be small, the simple lattice model we have
used is sufficient for our purpose.
To estimate the micelle volume, we follow the same approach as in our earlier study of the radii of spherical

micelles.33 This requires working definitions of the core radius Rc and the corona thickness Lc. We define the core radius as that at which the local volume fractions of the core
species PB and the corona species PS are equal: PB共r兲
= PS共r兲. This choice is arbitrary; however, the boundaries
are quite sharp and so the differences between different definitions are rather small.
To estimate Lc, we first calculate the radius of gyration
of the corona from34
R2g =

b
兰 r2共PS共r兲 − PS
兲4r2dr
b
兰 共PS共r兲 − PS
兲4r2dr

,

共14兲

b
is the PS concentration at the boundary of the
where PS
subsystem. This bulk value must be removed to isolate the
corona. We now calculate the thickness Lc of the spherical
shell with inner radius Rc 共the core radius as calculated
above兲, which has the same radius of gyration as the corona.
This is taken as an estimate of the corona thickness. Lc is
related to Rc and Rg by34

R2g =

3 共Rc + Lc兲5 − R5c
,
5 共R3c + L3c 兲 − R3c

共15兲

which follows from the standard definition of the radius of
gyration in terms of the moment of inertia and the system
volume and can be determined numerically. The volume of
the micelle can then be calculated directly from Rc + Lc. For
cylindrical micelles and lamellar bilayers, the contribution of
translational entropy to the free energy density vanishes
since we consider infinite cylinders and bilayers.
We now have all the necessary techniques to calculate
the optimum micelle of a given geometry. To begin, we perform a SCFT calculation at fixed subsystem volume, giving
the density profile of a micelle and the free energy density of
the subsystem. We then adjust the subsystem volume. This is
achieved by changing the number of points on the grid on
which we solve the diffusion equations while keeping the
grid step size constant. This is repeated until we have located
the minimum of the free energy density for the geometry
under consideration. The free energy densities for the different shapes of aggregate are then compared to find which is
the lowest for a given blend.
Although having to extremize a with respect to V for
each system parameter adds to the numerical burden of the
calculation, the advantage of this method is that by extremizing the free energy density, we avoid the awkward problem
of trying to define the free energy per chain in the micelle,
which is the basic quantity in simple theories of
micellization.4 Taking this latter approach would involve
making ad hoc definitions concerning the boundary of the
micelle in what is essentially a continuum calculation.
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

We begin by examining the shape transition that occurs
as we move from a symmetric copolymer to one with a
heavier PB core block at constant homopolymer molecular
weight and compare our predictions with the experimental
results of Kinning et al.12 Our predictions are presented as
follows. In the inset of Fig. 1, we plot the free energy density
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FIG. 1. The inset shows the free energy density 共minus that of the corresponding homogeneous state兲 predicted by SCFT for two blends: one of the
symmetric copolymer SB 10/10 with the homopolymer 3900PS; the other of
the asymmetric copolymer SB 10/23 with the same homopolymer. The free
energy density is plotted against the PB block molecular weight. Copolymer
has 13.0 wt % in the first blend and 18.4 wt % in the second. The main panel
shows the same data normalized with respect to the magnitude of the free
energy density of a cylindrical micelle. The data for the spherical micelle are
plotted as circles connected by dotted lines. Those for the cylinder are plotted as squares linked by full lines and those for the lamella are shown as
crossed connected by dashed lines.

a 共minus the free energy density ah of the homogeneous state
with the same copolymer weight percentage兲 for spheres,
cylinders, and bilayers of SB 10/10 and SB 10/23 copolymers blended with 3900PS. However, it may quickly be seen
that the differences in free energy densities between the different blends are much larger than those between the different morphologies in a given blend. This makes it difficult to
see which free energy is the lowest for a particular blend and
hence which shape is the most likely to form. To avoid this
problem, we normalize our results by the magnitude of a
− ah for the cylindrical morphology and plot the quantity 共a
− ah兲 / 兩ac − ah兩. In the case of the cylinder, this is simply a
horizontal line at 共a − ah兲 / 兩ac − ah兩 = −1. The corresponding
lines for the bilayer and sphere approach this from above and
below, respectively, as the core block molecular weight is
increased, and the transition between the morphologies may
be clearly seen. We plot the data in this manner throughout
the paper.
First, we consider a blend of symmetric SB 10/10 copolymer with 3900PS. Copolymer has 13.0 wt %. This system is found experimentally12 to form spherical micelles.
The reason for this is that the entropy of mixing between the
small homopolymer 3900PS and the PS blocks is very high.
The hPS then swells the PS corona, making the interface
between the two species naturally very curved and causing
spherical micelles to form. Our SCFT calculations 共Fig. 1兲
also find that the sphere is the most favorable aggregate with
the lowest free energy density.
If the weight of the PB block is increased, a different
morphology is found. Specifically, the copolymer is changed
from SB 10/10 to SB 10/23. The same homopolymer 3900PS
is still used and copolymer has 18.4 wt %. Kinning et al.12
found that this system formed multilamellar vesicles: concentric shells of copolymer. In line with this experimental
finding, we predict that the bilayer is the most energetically
favorable structure 共see Fig. 1兲.

FIG. 2. The main panel shows the volume fraction profiles for the spherical
micelle that forms in a blend of symmetric SB 10/10 copolymer with
3900PS hPS. This micelle is predicted to have the lowest free energy density
of the three morphologies and is observed in scattering and TEM experiments. The inset shows the corresponding plots for a spherical micelle in a
blend of the asymmetric copolymer SB 10/23 with the same homopolymer.
This structure is not energetically favorable and is not seen in the experiment. The reason for this can be seen by comparing the core sizes in the two
blends. In the blend with the symmetric copolymer SB 10/10, the core
radius is relatively small due to the short core blocks. Together with the
highly swollen corona, this leads the interface between PS and PB to be
strongly curved and spherical micelles to form. In the asymmetric blend 共SB
10/23兲, the core is much larger due to the heavier PB core blocks. This
compensates for the swelling of the corona and reduces the curvature of the
PS/PB interface. Thus the spherical micelle shown here has a high free
energy density and is not observed in the experiment.

To gain a physical insight into this transition, we plot
cross sections through two different spherical micelles in
Fig. 2. In the main panel of Fig. 2, we plot the volume
fraction profiles of the three different species for a spherical
micelle in the first blend considered in Fig. 1: 13.0% SB
10/10 in 3900PS homopolymer. This structure has the lowest
free energy density and hence is the most likely to form. The
reason for this is that it has a corona that is strongly swollen
by homopolymer and a relatively small core. This means that
the interface between PS and PB is highly curved and the
spherical micelle shown here is observed in the
experiment.12
In the inset of Fig. 2, we show the volume fraction profiles for a spherical micelle in the second blend shown in Fig.
2, namely, 18.4 wt % SB 10/23 copolymer in 3900PS. The
spherical micelle plotted here is predicted to be the least
energetically favorable structure and the physical reasons are
clear from its density profile. Here, the corona is also clearly
swollen by the small homopolymer and the volume fraction
profiles for the corona and homopolymer are very similar to
those seen in the blend containing the symmetric copolymer
SB 10/10 共main panel of Fig. 2兲. However, the PB block is
much heavier in SB 10/23 and the radius of the core is hence
much larger. This compensates for the swelling of the corona
and the curvature of the PS/PB interface is much smaller. As
a result, bilayers are formed, which, in the experimental system, wrap up into multilamellar vesicles to avoid energy penalties due to the formation of edges. The spherical micelle
shown here has a higher free energy density than either of
the other two morphologies and is not found
experimentally.12
A similar shape transition may be seen if we consider
blends of asymmetric copolymer with the very short homopolymer 2100PS. If the SB 10/23 copolymer discussed
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FIG. 3. The inset shows the free energy density 共minus that of the corresponding homogeneous state兲 predicted by SCFT for two blends: one of the
moderately asymmetric copolymer SB 10/23 with the homopolymer
2100PS; the other of the highly asymmetric copolymer SB 10/65 with the
same homopolymer. The free energy density is plotted against the PB block
molecular weight. Copolymer has 17.8 wt % in the first blend and 13.0 wt %
in the second. The main panel shows the same data normalized with respect
to the magnitude of the free energy density of a cylindrical micelle. The data
for the spherical micelle are plotted as circles connected by dotted lines.
Those for the cylinder are plotted as squares linked by full lines and those
for the lamella are shown as crossed connected by dashed lines. Note that
we found no free energy minimum corresponding to the spherical micelle
for the SB 10/65 blend: This structure is thus predicted to be unstable.

above is blended with 2100PS rather than 3900PS, scattering
and TEM experiments 共at copolymer with 17.8 wt %兲 共Ref.
12兲 find that it forms spherical micelles instead of multilamellar vesicles. As above, the reason for this is that the entropy of mixing between the PS corona blocks and the small
homopolymer is very high. The corona thus becomes very
swollen, outweighing the effect of the relatively large core.
This results in a highly curved PS/PB interface and spherical
micelles are observed. Our calculations 共Fig. 3兲 predict that
the cylinder is slightly more favorable than the sphere seen
in experiments;12 however, both structures have clearly much
lower free energy densities than the bilayer. In addition, the
experiments necessarily work with a limited selection of homopolymers, and there will be occasions when a relatively
small error in the calculation of the free energy causes a
morphology to be incorrectly predicted. We can also understand the overestimation of the favorability of the cylindrical
micelle by recalling that by considering an infinite cylinder,
we neglect the free energy penalties due to endcaps and the
curvature of the micelle.
In electron micrographs of a blend of the highly asymmetric copolymer SB 10/65 with 2100PS at 13 wt %, a
lamellar structure is seen.12 This is also predicted by SCFT
共see Fig. 3兲, which finds that the lamella has a much lower
free energy density than the cylinder. Furthermore, in this
blend, we were unable to find a minimum of the free energy
density corresponding to a spherical micelle and therefore
predict that this structure is unstable.
Again, plotting the volume fraction profiles of favorable
and unfavorable aggregates allows us to illustrate the physical principles behind the shape transition. Here, we focus on
the bilayer. In the blend containing SB 10/65, this structure
has the lowest free energy density and is observed in the
experiment.12 We plot its cross section in the main panel of
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FIG. 4. The main panel shows the volume fraction profiles for the flat
bilayer that forms in a blend of the highly asymmetric SB 10/65 copolymer
with 2100PS hPS. This structure is predicted to have the lowest free energy
density of the three morphologies and is observed in scattering and TEM
experiments. The inset shows the corresponding plots for a bilayer in a
blend of the moderately asymmetric copolymer SB 10/23 with the same
homopolymer. This structure is not energetically favorable and is not seen in
the experiment. The reason for this can be seen by comparing the thicknesses of the PB layer in the two blends. In the blend with SB 10/65, the PB
layer is thick due to the heavy core blocks. This balances the effect of the
highly swollen corona and leads the PS/PB interface to be flat and bilayers
to form. In the less asymmetric blend 共SB 10/23兲, the PB layer is much less
thick due to the lighter core blocks. This thinner layer cannot compensate
for the swelling of the corona and the PS/PB interface is much more curved.
Thus the flat bilayer shown here has a high free energy density and is not
observed in the experiment.

Fig. 4. The PS blocks of the copolymer are seen to be significantly swollen by the small homopolymer. However, the
large core block compensates for this, reducing the curvature
of the interface and leading to the formation of the planar
structure. This is in contrast to the system with SB 10/23
copolymer shown in the inset of Fig. 4. Here, the swelling of
the PS blocks is also high and the density profiles of the
corona and hPS are very similar to those seen in the SB
10/65 blend. However, in this system, the PB blocks are
much shorter and the swelling of the PS means that the
PS/PB interface naturally has a higher curvature. The bilayer
shown here therefore has a much higher free energy density
than those of the sphere and cylinder and is hence not seen in
the experiment.12 It is also interesting to note that in both
cases, the short 2100PS homopolymer is predicted to penetrate significantly into the PB core 共see Fig. 4兲. However,
the degree of penetration is similar for both copolymers and
the shape transition is not driven by this effect but by the
competition between the length of the core PB blocks and
the swelling of the PS corona.
Next, we study the shape transitions that may be induced
by varying the homopolymer molecular weight in a blend of
symmetric poly共styrene-butadiene兲 diblocks and hPS at constant copolymer weight percentage. We consider four
samples all studied experimentally by Kinning et al.12 In all
cases, 12.5 wt % of the symmetric copolymer SB 20/20 is
blended with homopolymer. However, the homopolymer molecular weight is increased from blend to blend. For the lightest three homopolymers 共2100PS, 3900PS, and 7400PS兲, the
experiments find spherical micelles. Like the blend of SB
10/10 with 3900PS 共see Fig. 1兲, these blends consist of a
symmetric copolymer blended with a relatively light ho-
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FIG. 5. The inset shows the free energy density predicted by SCFT for
blends of the symmetric copolymer SB 20/20 with a range of homopolymers. The free energy density is measured with respect to that of the homogeneous blend with the same weight fraction of copolymer and is plotted
against homopolymer molecular weight. In all cases, copolymer has 12.5
wt %. The main panel shows the same data normalized with respect to the
magnitude of the free energy density of a cylindrical micelle. The free energy density of this morphology then appears as a horizontal line and the
corresponding data for the lamella and sphere approach it from above and
below. The data for the spherical micelle are plotted as circles connected by
dotted lines. Those for the cylinder are plotted as squares linked by full lines
and those for the lamella are shown as crossed connected by dashed lines.
The vertical dashed lines mark the approximate boundaries between the
different morphologies.

FIG. 6. The main panel shows the volume fraction profiles for the spherical
micelle that forms in a blend of symmetric SB 20/20 copolymer with
3900PS hPS. This micelle is predicted to have the lowest free energy density
of the three morphologies and is observed in scattering and TEM experiments. The inset shows the corresponding plots for a spherical micelle in a
blend of SB 20/20 with the much heavier homopolymer 17 000PS. This
structure is not energetically favorable and is not seen in the experiment.
The reason for this can be seen by comparing the degree of swelling of the
corona in the two blends. In the blend with the lighter homopolymer
共3900PS兲, the corona is strongly swollen by homopolymer. This leads to a
highly curved interface between the core and corona and the formation of
spherical micelles. In the other blend 共17 000PS兲, the swelling of the corona
is less pronounced, the natural curvature of the interface is less, and spherical micelles are not seen.

mopolymer, which swells the corona blocks and leads to a
highly curved PS/PB interface. For the heaviest homopolymer 共17 000PS兲, the swelling of the corona is less pronounced, the interface between PS and PB is less curved, and
cylindrical micelles are observed.
SCFT also predicts that spherical micelles become less
likely to form as the homopolymer weight is increased 共see
Fig. 5兲. For the first two blends, we find, in line with the
experiment,12 that the spherical micelle has the lowest free
energy density and hence is most likely to form. In the case
of the next blend 共7400PS兲, we predict that the cylinder has
a slightly lower free energy density than the sphere. As stated
above, the experiments find that this blend forms spherical
micelles;12 however, we find that the difference between the
free energy densities of the spherical and cylindrical morphologies is rather small and both micelles are clearly more
favorable than the bilayer. As discussed above, the energetic
favorability of the cylindrical micelle with respect to the
spherical micelle is slightly overestimated probably due to
our neglect of free energy penalties due to the endcaps of the
cylinder.
For the blend with the heaviest homopolymer
共17 000PS兲, we predict that the bilayer has the lowest free
energy density 共see Fig. 5兲, while the experiments find cylindrical micelles. We believe that this discrepancy arises because by considering ideal infinite structures, we have neglected the edge effects that make the heavier of the two
competing structures 共here, the bilayer兲 less likely to form.
Specifically, for micelles with aggregation number N, the
edge penalty per copolymer falls off as ⬃N−1 for cylinders
but only as ⬃N−1/2 for bilayers.4 We therefore expect that
neglecting edge effects overestimates the stability of bilayers
relative to cylinders.

To illustrate the swelling of the PS corona by hPS that
drives the transitions between the different morphologies, we
proceed as before and plot the cross sections through two
different spherical micelles in Fig. 6. The main part of the
figure shows the volume fraction profiles for the core, corona, and solvent for a blend of SB 20/20 with 3900PS with
12.5% copolymer by weight. This is the second system plotted in Fig. 5 and forms spherical micelles. It can immediately
be seen that the corona is strongly swollen by the 共small兲
homopolymer: The maximum local volume fraction of the
PS blocks is around 0.35. To compensate for the swelling of
the corona,19 the core radius is relatively small: around 180
Å. In consequence, the interface between PB and PS is naturally strongly curved, and the spherical micelle shown here is
the most favorable structure.
This is in contrast to the system shown in the inset of
Fig. 6: A blend of SB 20/20 copolymer with 17 000PS, again
at copolymer with 12.5 wt %. The spherical micelle plotted
here is predicted to be the least energetically favorable structure. The reasons for this are as follows. First, the heavy
17 000PS homopolymer mixes much less well with the PS
blocks so that the corona is much less swollen by homopolymer. This can be seen from the fact that the peak local volume fraction of the PS is far higher 共around 0.57兲 than in the
sphere-forming blend shown in the main panel of Fig. 6.
Second, the core radius is ⬃220 Å: significantly higher than
in the blend with 3900PS homopolymer. The interface between the PB core blocks and the PS corona blocks is therefore naturally less curved, and the spherical micelle does not
form.
We summarize our results in Table I, listing the experimentally and theoretically determined morphologies for all
the blends discussed above. All trends are correctly predicted
and the correct shape is predicted for five out of eight blends.
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TABLE I. Summary of table comparing the experimental results with our theoretical predictions. The first
column lists the copolymer sample, the second column the homopolymer with which it is blended, and the third
column the copolymer weight percentage. The fourth and fifth columns show the experimental results and
theoretical predictions, respectively: S stands for sphere, C for cylinder, and L for lamella. The sixth column
lists the percentage difference between the free energies 共relative to the homogeneous state兲 of the shape
predicted to be the most favorable and that predicted to be the next most favorable. Note that the three samples
for which the shape is incorrectly predicted 共SB 10/23 in 2100PS, SB 20/20 in 7400PS, and SB 20/20 in
17 000PS兲 also have the three smallest free energy differences between the two most favorable states. This
suggests that in these cases, we are close to the transitions between morphologies and any slight inaccuracy in
the theory or in the measurement of experimental parameters could lead to an incorrect prediction of the shape.
SB
SB
SB
SB
SB
SB
SB
SB
SB

10/10
10/23
10/23
10/65
20/20
20/20
20/20
20/20

hPS

wt %

Expt.

Theory

共a2 − a1兲 / 兩a1兩%

3900PS
3900PS
2100PS
2100PS
2100PS
3900PS
7400PS
17 000PS

13.0
18.4
17.8
13.0
12.5
12.5
12.5
12.5

S
L
S
L
S
S
S
C

S
L
C
L
S
S
C
L

3.2
0.6
0.1
0.7
3.3
0.9
0.2
0.5

The percentage difference between the free energies 共relative
to the homogeneous state兲 of the shape predicted to be the
most favorable and that predicted to be the next most favorable is also included for each blend. Note that the three
samples for which the shape is incorrectly predicted 共SB
10/23 in 2100PS, SB 20/20 in 7400PS, and SB 20/20 in
17 000PS兲 also have the three smallest free energy differences between the two most favorable states. This suggests
that in these cases, we are close to the transitions between
morphologies and any slight inaccuracy in the theory or in
the measurement of experimental parameters could lead to
an incorrect prediction of the shape. We emphasize that our
calculations contain no adjustable parameters: All the required input concerning the polymer properties 共such as the
interaction energy density ⌳兲 has been determined from experiments that do not involve micelle formation. Given this
fact, we believe that the agreement between theory and experiment is excellent.
V. CONCLUSIONS

We have found that SCFT gives a good description of
the different isolated structures that form in a blend of
diblock copolymers and homopolymer. In the majority of
cases, SCFT predicts the morphology seen in the
experiment12 and all qualitative effects 共such as the tendency
for spherical micelles to become less likely to form as the
homopolymer weight is increased兲 are reproduced.
Even when the shape is not correctly predicted, the difference between the free energy density of the structure seen
in the experiment and that predicted to have the lowest free
energy density by SCFT is very small 共see, for example, the
first set of points in Fig. 3, where SCFT predicts a cylindrical
structure but spheres are seen in the experiment兲. The tendency of our SCFT calculations to overestimate the favorability of heavier aggregates may be understood by considering finite size contributions to the free energy such as
the energy penalties due to the cylinder endcaps and bilayer
edges that are neglected by our approach.

In summary, we have shown that SCFT provides a very
good description of micelle shape transitions and hence it is
a suitable tool for the study of isolated block copolymer
aggregates, provided the limitations of the theory are recognized when identifying the appropriate free energy to extremize. In particular, the free energy density must be extremized with respect to the volume of the subsystem
containing a micelle to calculate shape transitions, while the
free energy per chain in the micelle 共in practice, the bulk
block copolymer concentration兲 should be extremized to give
more refined predictions of the micelle density profile.
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